Lateral diffusion of antigen receptors artificially incorporated onto B lymphocytes.
In the companion paper, we have shown that palmitate conjugates of a monoclonal anti-DNP IgA (protein 315) incorporated onto B lymphocytes can bind DNP antigens and that this binding causes polyclonal B cell activation. In this study we use fluorescence photobleaching recovery (FPR) techniques to examine the lateral diffusion and mobile fractions of antigen-receptor complexes on receptor-decorated B cells as functions of antigen concentration and epitope density. Antigens used in this study are DNP conjugates of polymerized flagellin (DNP-POL) and linear dextran of 2 X 10(6) m.w. (DNP-DEX). The diffusion coefficient observed for antigen bound to artificial receptors decreases monotonically with increased antigen dose and epitope density. When the artificial receptor-bearing cells are labeled with either relatively high concentrations of medium epitope density antigen or high epitope density antigen, a large fraction of antigen-receptor complexes become immobile in the time scale of the experiment. We attribute this behavior to extensive receptor cross-linking by antigen. In parallel with these FPR experiments, we examined the effects of antigen concentration and epitope density on the polyclonal humoral response of receptor-decorated B cells. We found that the response is a function of both antigen concentration and epitope density similar to that seen in natural B cells. The combined results of these experiments show that cell activation results when the diffusion coefficient of the antigen-receptor complex ranges between 10 X 10(-11) cm2 sec-1 and 5 X 10(-11) cm2 sec-1. These values represent threefold and sixfold decreases from the diffusion coefficient of antigen-free receptors, respectively. However, when either a high antigen concentration or epitope density causes a large fraction of antigen-receptor complexes to become immobile, B cells become unresponsive not only to the bound antigen, but also to LPS. Results obtained in this study are very similar to those obtained in a study performed with natural antigen-specific B cells. Therefore, for the responding population of receptor-decorated B cells, it is possible that antigens activate and paralyze these B cells by mechanisms similar to those by which antigens regulate normal B cell responses.